Proposal:

1. Insert a new “CV/CW xy” in Table A for all substances of Class 2

   “CV/CW xy Packages shall preferably be loaded in open vehicles/wagons or open containers. If this is not feasible and packages are carried in closed vehicles/wagons or containers, the cargo doors of the vehicles/wagons or containers shall be marked with the following in letters not less than 25 mm high:

   “NO VENTILATION
   OPEN WITH CAUTION”

   Placards shall be affixed to closed vehicles, see 5.3.1.5.3. [This sentence in ADR only] Sources of ignition shall not be present in a closed vehicle/wagon or closed container when flammable gases are carried.”

2. Insert the following text in 5.3.1.5: [ADR only]

   “5.3.1.5.3 For closed vehicles carrying packages of substances which have special provision CV_xy in column (18) of table A of Chapter 3.2, placards shall be affixed to both sides and at the rear of the vehicle.”